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Abstract 
It has recently been reported that the convergence of the preconditioned Gauss-Seidel method which uses a matrix of 
the type ( I+ U) as a preconditioner is faster than the basic iterative method. In this paper, we generalize the preconditioner 
to the type (I+flU), where fl is a positive real number. After discussing convergence of the method applied to Z-malrices, 
we propose an algorithm for estimating the optimum ft. Numerical examples are also given, which show the effectiveness 
of our algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider iterative methods for solving a linear system 
Ax = b, (1) 
where A is an n x n matrix with unit diagonal elements and, x and b are n-dimensional vectors. I f  
we write A=M-  N with a nonsingular matrix M,  then the basic iterative scheme for Eq. (1)  is 
defined by 
MXk+l = Nxk q- b, k = 0, 1 , . . . .  (2) 
Let T = M- IN  and c = M-lb .  Then (2) can also be written as 
xk+l =Txk+c,  k=0,1  . . . . .  (3) 
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Writing A = 1 -L  - U and taking M = 1 -L  in (2) or (3) yield the classical Gauss-Seidel method, 
where I is the identity matrix, and L and U are strictly lower and strictly upper triangular matrices, 
respectively. The matrix T = (1 -  L ) -~U is then called the Gauss-Seidel iteration matrix. We now 
transform the original system (1) into the preconditioned form 
PAx = Pb. (4) 
Then the corresponding basic iterative scheme is 
Mpxk+l=Npxk+Pb,  k = 0,1,. . . ,  (5) 
where PA = Alp -Np  is a regular splitting of PA. 
Recently, in [3] an Adaptive Gauss-Seidel method was proposed for (4) and (5) with P -- I + U. 
It has been reported there that the convergence of this scheme is faster than that for (2) with 
M = I - L, if it is applied to Z-matrices. Recall that a real matrix A = (a~:) is called a Z-matrix if 
aij ~< 0 for i ¢ j and a~i >0. 
In this paper, first in Section 2, after discussing the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel method, we introduce 
its acceleration method which uses P = I+~U as a preconditioner, where/ / is  a positive real number. 
Next we discuss its convergence in Section 3. Furthermore, in Section 4, we propose a method for 
roughly estimating the optimal parameter/~. Finally, in Section 5, we show with numerical examples 
that this method yields a considerable improvement in the rate of convergence for the iterative 
method. 
2. Proposed method 
First, let us summarize the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel method proposed in [3], which is applied (4) 
with 
P=I+U.  
We write A a = PA and b a = Pb. Then we have 
A a=I -L -  UL -  U 2, (6) 
b ~ = (I + U)b. 
Let UL =/3  + E + F, where/5, E and P are the diagonal, strictly lower and strictly upper triangular 
parts of UL, respectively. Then A ~ in (6) can be rewritten as follows: 
A a = I - /3  - L - E - (U 2 + P), (7) 
where the diagonal part of A ~ is equal to I - /3 .  Hence, if 
~-'~aika~¢ 1 for i=  l ,2 , . . . ,n -1 ,  
k=i+l 
then (1 - /3  - L - ~)-1 exists and the Gauss-Seidel iteration matrix T ~ for A a is defined by 
T ~ = (I - /5  - L  -/~)-1(U2 --~ P). (8) 
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This matrix T a is called the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel iteration matrix. The convergence theorem for 
this iterative method is described in [3]. 
We next propose an acceleration of the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel method by adopting 
P =I+f lU  
as the preconditioned matrix, where fl is a positive real number. We put 
A~def(I + flU)A =I  - L - U + flU - flUL - f lU  2 
=I  - Bib - L - fiE - (U - flU + flU 2 + HIP), (9) 
ba#de=f(I + flU)b. 
Whenever 
fl ~_~ aika~.# 1 fo r i= l ,2  . . . . .  n - l ,  
k=i+l 
(I - f ib - L - fl/~)-' exists and the Gauss-Seidel iteration matrix Tfl for A~ is then defined by 
Tfl = (I - Bib - L - ]~J~)- I(u - /~U ~- ]~U 2 -~- ~P) .  (10) 
Remark 1. If we put f l=0 in (10), then T~ reduces to the classical Gauss-Seidel iteration matrix 
and when fl=l, T~ reduces to the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel iteration matrix. 
3. Convergence o f  the proposed method 
We first refer to the following result which is essentially due to [1]. 
Lemma 2. I f  A =D - E - P is a Z-matrix, where b ,  E and P are the diagonal, strictly lower and 
strictly upper triangular parts o f  A, respectively, then an upper bound of  the spectral radius for 
the Gauss-Seidel iteration matrix T is 9iven by 
p(7 ~) ~< max _ ~ for all i, 
i di - ei 
where ~li, ei and fii are sums of  elements in the ith row of  b,  E and F, respectively. 
Next, we discuss the convergence of the proposed method. Let A~ = D~ - L~ - U~, where D~, 
-L~ and -Ufl are the diagonal, strictly lower and strictly upper triangular parts of A~. Then the 
elements of A~ are 
a ~ = - ~ (11) 8, ij aij fl aik akj. 
k=i+l 
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If A is a strictly diagonally dominant Z-matrix, then we have 
- l<a~j~<O for i> j  (12) 
Furthermore, we obtain 
a a + Z a = a i  k ~ O. xi + Yi akj 
k=i+l j=l 
and 
za= ~-~ aik ~-~ akj <~O. 
k=i+l j=i+l 
[] 
Lemma 3. IrA is a strictly diagonally dominant Z-matrix with unit diagonal elements, then x 7 i>0, 
YT>~O,z 7~0 andx a + y~ +z a<<.O. 
Proof. From (15), we have x a ~> 0 and yf  >i 0. Since A is a strictly diagonally dominant Z-matrix, 
we have for any k/> i + 1 
akj~ > ~--~ akj > 0 
j=i+l j=l 
and 
-1  < ~ aik<~O for all i .  (13) 
k=i+l 
From (12) we obtain 
O<~aikakj < 1 for some k > i>~j. (14) 
Thus, from (13) and (14) we have 
0 <~ ~ ai~akj < 1 for i >>. j. (15) 
k=i+l 
For simplicity, we put 
x~ = ~ aika~ for all i, 
k=i+l 
i--1 ~ 
y~ = ~_~ aikakj for all i, 
j=l k=i+l 
z a ~-~ ~-~ aikakj forall i. 
j=i+l k=i+l 
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Theorem 4. Let A be a matrix defined as in Lemma 3. Then for  0 <<. fl <<. 1, A~ is also a strictly 
diagonally dominant Z-matrix. 
Proof. Let li, ui, d°~,i, l~,i and ua~,i be the sums of elements in the ith row of L, U, D~, L~ and U~, 
respectively. By using (11 ), the following equalities hold for 0 ~< fl ~< 1: 
d~, i = 1 - fl ~ aika~ = 1 - flx~, (16) 
k=i+l 
l~, i=-~ a i j - f l  aika~j = l i+f ly~,  (17) 
j=l  k=i+l 
u~i=- -  ~ {a i j - - f l~- -~aika~j}=ui - t - f l z~.  (18) 
j=i+l k=i+l 
Furthermore, from the assumption and (15), the following relations hold: 
1-  fl ~ aikakj > O fo r j= i ,  
k=i+l 
aij -- fl ~ aikakj <~ 0 for i # j, 
k=i+l 
Therefore, la~,i>>-O, u~,i>~O and A~ is a Z-matrix. From Lemma 3 and (16)-(18), we can also obtain 
d~,i - l~,~ - u~,~ -- (1 - l; - ui) - fl(x~ + y;  +z~) > 0. (19) 
Hence, A~ is strictly diagonal dominant. [] 
Corollary 5. Let A be a matrix defined as in Lemma 3. Then for  O<~fl<<, 1 we have p(T~) < 1. 
Proof. Let 0 < fl~<l. Then, from (19) and ua~,i>~O, we obtain 
d~fl, i - l~, i > u~, i >10. 
This implies 
uafl, i <1.  
Hence, an application of Lemma 2 yields p(T~) < 1. [] 
Next, we consider the case where fl > 1. 
Theorem 6. Let A be a matrix defined as in Lemma 3 and assume that u~ # 0 for  i < n. Put 
fl' = mini( l  - li -[- ui)/(x a + Y7 + za + 2ui). Then fl' > 1 and for  O<.fl < fi' we have p(T~) < 1. 
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Proof. Putting ]~ = 1 in (19), we have 
(1 - li + u i ) -  (x a + ya +z  a + 2u~) = (1 - l~ - u~) -  (x fl + yfl +z  fl) > 0. 
Since ui +zfl>~O by putting/~ = 1 in (18), we further have 
1 - l~ + ui >x  a + y7 +z~ + 2ui = x a + y~ + (u~ +z~)  + u~ > 0 
i f  ui # O. This implies 
1 - li + ui 
>1.  
x fl + ya +z  a + 2ui 
Hence, we obtain/~' > 1. 
Now, let 1 </~</~'. Then from Lemma 3, the following relations hold: 
1-  ~ ~ aikakj = l -- /~x~ > l -- /3'x a>0 fo r j= i ,  
k=i+l 
aiy - [1 ~ ai~akj <~ 0 for i > j .  
k=i+l 
Therefore, da~,i>O and lap, i>~O, and we have 
da~,, - la~,~ = 1 -- ~X~ -- l~ -- fly~ 
= (1 -- li) -- ~(X a "q- ya)>~O. 
Let 
ua~,i = ~ aij-- fl ~-~ aikakj 
j=i+l k=i+l 
Then the following relation holds: 
= 
j=i+l 
<.± 
j=i+l 
(1 -~)a iy - t~ ~ aikaky 
k=i+l,k#j 
I(1 -/~)aijl + ~ aikakj 
k=i+l,k#j 
j=i+l j=i+l 
= f l (2U i+Z a) -u i ,  
and we have 
k=i+l,k#j 
aikakj 
d~,, - l~, i - zT~,,/> (1 - l~) - /3(x7 + y7) -/3(2u~ +z~) + u, 
= (1 - I, + u i ) -  fl(x 7 + ya +z  a + 2u,) > O. 
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This implies 
tT~,i 
<1.  (20) 
Hence, an application of Lemma 2 yields p(T~) < 1 for 1 < 8 < 8'. This, together with Corollary 5, 
completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 7. Let A be a matrix defined as in Lemma 3 and assume that ui ~ 0 and z a ~- 0 for 
i < n. Put 8" = mini2ui(1 - li)/(ui(x a + ya) + (1 -- li)(2Ui +Z~)). Then 8" > 1 and 
ui u~.i max- -  >max >0 fo rO<8<8" .  
i 1 - li i dall, i - la#,i 
That is, the upper bound for p(T~) given in Lemma 2 is smaller than that for p(T). 
Proof. From Lemma 3 and the assumption, we have 
2u,(1 - 1,) -- {u,(x a + ya) + (1 - li)(2u, + za)} = --{Ui(X a + Ya + Z~) + za(1 -- li -- U,)} > 0 
if Ui ~ 0 and z 7 ~ 0. Since ui + z a >>- 0 by putting 8 = 1 in (18), we obtain 
2ui(1 - li) > ui(x a + Ya) + (1 - l,)(2u, + z a) = u,(x a + Ya) + (1 - l,){ui + (u, + za)} > 0. 
This implies 
2ui(1 - li) 
>1. 
ui(x a + ya) + (1 - li)(2ui + zT) 
Hence, we obtain /T' > 1. 
If 0 < 8~< 1, then the following inequalities hold from Lemma 3: 
flza <<. O, 
#(x a + ya + za)<o.  
Therefore, 
_ 8z >. x a + 8y7> o. 
From the assumption, we have 
1 - l i  - u i  > O. 
Combining (21) and (22) yields 
fizZ(1 - li)<<. - ui(Sx ? + 8lYa), 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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which can easily be rewritten as 
(u~ + fizZ)(1 - l i )  ~u i{  (1 - f ix a )  - (l,  + f ly~) } 
or  
ae~ ,~( 1 - 1~) ~ u~(da~,~ - l~,,). 
From the relations 1 - li > ui >10 and da~,i - la~,i > u~,i />0, we obtain 
Ui : ~a max /> max fl, i fl <~ 1. . d~,i__laB, i>/O fo rO< (24) 
We now consider the case where 1 <f l<f l " .  Then 
Ui a~,i 
1 - l i  d~, i  - l~,i  
~> ui fl(2ui + z']) -- ui 
1 - li da~,i - la~,i 
U,{(1 -- 1~) -- fl(X a + ya)} __ (1 - l i ){f l (2ui  + z a) -- u i} 
(1 - li)(dafl, i -  l~,i) 
2Ui(I - -  l i )  -- f l{Ui(X a + ya) + (1 - li)(2ui +z~)} >~0. 
(1 - l , )(d L - t L )  
Hence, we again have 
Ui ffa 
max ~> max e,i ~>0 for 1 < fl < fl". (25) 
We remark here that the inequality~> is replaced by the strict inequality > if ui # O. Consequently, 
we obtain for 0 < fl < fl" 
Ui ffa max > max e,i . da , , _ l~ ,  i >0.  [] (26) 
4. Estimation of the optimum value of  fl 
In this section, we attempt to estimate the optimum value of  ft. First, we will investigate the 
behavior of  ufl~,i: When O~<fl~< 1, we have 
~, i  = ua~,i = Ui Af_ flZ a. (27) 
If  fl >~ 1, we obtain 
~fl~, <~ - ui + fl(2ui + z']), (28) 
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va 
-ui  
and 
Fig. 1. The behavior of ff~,i' 
j= i+ l  k=i+l,k~j 
=(1- - f l )  ~ai ] -~ ~ ~ aikakj 
j= i+ l  j----i+l k:i+l,k~j 
= -u i  - flz']. (29) 
Using (27)-(29) we plot the behavior of ff~,i n Fig. 1. 
The range of tT~; is the part of the diagonal ine for Fig.1. Thus, we expect for the value of tT~,,. 
to be smallest in the neighborhood of -u i / z  a. Therefore, the value of ~,ai/(dap, i - l~,i) should also 
be a minimum in this neighborhood. Next, we propose the following estimation method• 
n n (1) For each value of i from 1 to n - 1, define z~ as ~j=i+l Ek=i+l aikakj, 
(2) If z a ¢ 0, then define ui : ~]=i+1 aij and fli = ui/z~. 
(3) fleet is then given by ~ i~ l fli/N, where N is the number of z~ ¢ 0. 
5. Numerical examples 
First, we compared the proposed method with the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel method and the SOR 
method for the following test matrix: 
A = 
(1  q r 
s 1 q 
q s 
r " ,  " .  
s ". q 
. . .  S ?" 
s q . . .~  
r ". q 
• o 
" ,  "o S 
1 q r 
s 1 q 
q s I 
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Table 1 
Proposed method 
p Spectral radius I~rafion umber flest SR Ite. flopt 
0.5 0.00446 3 1.16 0.00381 3 1.15 
0.7 0.0105 3 1.25 0.00948 3 1.24 
0.9 0.0216 4 1.37 0.0216 4 1.37 
1.0 0.0396 4 1.44 0.0322 4 1.47 
Table 2 
AGS GS SOR 
p SR Ite. SR Ite. SR Ite. (-Oopt 
0.5 0.0234 4 0.148 7 0.0840 6 1.04 
0.7 0.0654 5 0.260 9 0.137 7 1.08 
0.9 0.149 7 0.403 13 0.212 9 1.14 
1.0 0.216 8 0.486 16 0.262 10 1.18 
Table 3 
Proposed method AGS GS SOR 
m Iteration number flest Ite. J~opt Ite. Ite. Ite. mopt 
5 12 1.980 8 1.52-1.67 18 41 21 1.2596 
9 23 2.260 13 1.88 49 116 33 1.4903 
13 34 2.378 21 2.04-2.14 96 228 43 1.6138 
17 31 2.442 28 2.22-2.23 158 377 54 1.6895 
where q = -p /n ,  r = -p / (n+ 1) and s = -p / (n+2) .  We set b so that the solution is x r - - -  
(1 ,2 , . . . ,n ) .  Let the convergence criterion for the Gauss-Seidel method and the SOR method be 
IIb-Axll/llbll<~lO-5, and for the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel method and proposed method be 
II b ° - A ax I1/ll b°ll ~< 10-5 and II b~ - A ~x Ir/11 b~ll ~< 10- 5, respectively. We obtained the optimum values 
of/~opt and ¢nopt by computational experiment. For n = 5 and p = 1.0, 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, the computational 
results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
Next, we consider the linear system ( 1 ) arising from the usual discretization of  the two-dimensional 
P.D.E. 
Au=- f  in f2=(O,  1 )x (O,  1 )C~2,  (30) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, where f is determined so that the exact solution of  (30) is 
u(x, y)  -- sin(roe)sin(roy). For the opt imum acceleration factor COop t o f  the SOR method we used the 
theoretical value Ogopt = 2/(1 +s in (n /m)) ,  where m is the square root of  the number of  lattice points. 
Results are given in Table 3. 
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We should remark here that the matrix A arising from the discretization of (30) is irreducibly 
diagonally dominant and not strictly diagonally dominant. Hence, Theorem 6 cannot be directly 
applied to such a matrix. However, Table 3 shows that our algorithm proposed in this paper works 
well for a wider class of matrices including strictly or irreducibly diagonally dominant Z-matrices. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented an accelerating algorithm for iteratively solving linear systems 
based on the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel method. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of our algo- 
rithm through numerical experiment, and as seen from our results, have succeeded in improving the 
convergence of the Adaptive Gauss-Seidel method. It remains to construct a more effective procedure 
for accurate stimation of the estimation of the optimum value of ft. 
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